
2018 Website and Social Media Performance Summary 
Website and Social Media metrics were analyzed for the time period of January through September of 
2018 (first three quarters) vs. the same period in 2017. 

Highlights – 
Great news from an analytics front, web and social media platforms are engaging your client bases and 
have seen rises in metrics of key areas.  Data presented with show increases from ~10% to ~25% in 
varying areas all indicating a growth in your online presence.  Social media tools continue to engage your 
client base and reinforce your brand. 

Contents –  
Users Increased 

Interactions increased 

Number of pageviews increased (schedules page filtered) 

Organic searches still largest traffic producer to website 

Most searched words and phrases, page rank insights 

Seasonality 

Key markets 

Social media guide 

 

 

 

We have to be careful how we analyze this number because Google “Users” may be 
doubled as both “New” and “Returning Visitors” within a given date-range. 

Meaning that if a new visitor came during this time period and returned during this 
same time period, they’d be counted twice (within a given date-range, both as a new 
visitor and a returning visitor.   

Thus, you should expect to see a much higher value of “New Visitors” if we are trying to 
capture prospective clients in a specific time period.  If the returning visitor percentage 
value to the right was very high compared to the new visitor, it would mean you are not 
capturing as many new visitors in the time period specified. 



 

 

A session is defined as a group of interactions one user takes within a given time frame on your website. 
Google Analytics defaults that time frame to 30 minutes. Meaning whatever a user does on your website 
(e.g. browses pages, downloads resources, purchases products) before they leave equals one session. 

An increase in this number is important because of the ratio that it defines.  Essentially it can be thought 
of as a level of interaction with your site.  Statically speaking, you could have more users from above but 
less sessions.  That would mean that more people are visiting the site but they are not spending any 
time with it.  Fortunately for us, that is not the case. We are seeing not only more users but an increase 
in interactivity with the different aspects of the site. 

 

Pageviews is a great way to determine traffic a website receives however Google further breaks this 
down into different categories with the most important being “Unique Page Views” and “Average Time 
on Page” as seen below. 

 

 

 

 

We highlight this metric because it shows some important data that is hidden in the numbers initially 
presented by Google specific to your site.  The most viewed page in this time frame was the schedules 
page. However, since the schedules page was viewed fewer times than the same period last year it 
actually skews the data negatively meaning we had a higher percentage of “customer” views that what 
is being reported.  If I remove the “in-house” /schedules/ page these are the actual numbers for each 
period for the top six pages on the site: 



 

As you can see from the data all pages had a healthy increase in pageviews, unique pageviews, and 
average time on page which indicates that you are attracting new visitors and they are more engaged 
than they were during the same time period the previous year. 

 

How does this site get traffic? 
The top five channels that send viewers to your site are: 

1. Organic Search:  59.89% (+25.83%) 
2. Direct:  23.35% (+22.14%) 
3. Referral: 13.82% (-27.67%) (sharepoint largest contributor of this loss) 
4. Display: 2.21% (+278.33%) 
5. Social: .72% (-25.00%) 



On target displays were the largest percentage growth and have now overtaken social as the 4th best 
channel.  Organic searches generated Google (78.74%), Bing (16.70%) and Yahoo (4.28%) remain the 
largest traffic channel are expected to remain so for the majority of sites on the web.   

The direct entry surprised us because we figured that traffic would have been driven mostly by internal 
traffic checking the schedule but the homepage was where most of the direct traffic landed and not the 
schedules page. 

1. Home Page: 46% (+53.02%) 
2. /schedules/: 21.95% (-19.59%) 

From the entry into the home page you can see where most traffic proceeds from there in this behavior 
flow chart: 

 

The locations page is the most common page for a visitor to exit from and that is expected because 
hopefully the user has found what they are looking for and wants to contact the office or look for and 
address or directions. 

 
Organic Search Drilldown – What are users searching for? 

Google only stores search data back to June of last year so we narrow the parameter to focus solely on 
search queries from June of 2017 forward (ie. – no comparison data) using a separate Google tool called 
Search Console. 

To understand this data we focus on four main areas of analysis: Clicks, Impressions, Average Click 
Through Rate, and Average Position.  A Click is when a user clicks through a Google search to your site. 
An Impression is how many times a user sees your site listed in a Google Search.  Average Click Through 
Rate is the number of Impressions divided by number of Clicks.  You want this to be high. Average 
position is the average rank of your site in a specific Google Search. 



Because of the generally searched phrase “radiology associates” your site scores low on that search with 
a CTR of only 2.3%.  The good news is that your page still is one of the first to be seen because the rank 
of this search is 7.3 which means that is one the first page of Google search results.   This is because 
there are many “radiology associates” nationwide. 

 

When a user refines that search and searches “radiology associates of Ocala” you now get a narrower 
search with better results: average rank of 1.4 and average CTR of 27.7% 

 

As you can see from your top search results, any further identification with a location improves the CTR 
and Google Rank. The exact same analysis can be said used for “Women’s Imaging Center” as opposed 
to “Women’s Imaging Center of Ocala”.  



 

We bring this to your attention because there are opportunities to use what is called geolocation 
fencing to push your site to a higher search ranking based on Google Ads and what is called AdWords.  
For instance, if you want to bid on the ad-word “radiology” from Google and fence your advertisement 
to the areas of Marion and Citrus Counties you could capture a higher rating from users in that area 
even when they execute very general searches. 

More into Google Ranking 

Google uses an extremely complex ranking algorithm to rank pages.  Google rewards value added pages 
and punishes low value pages.  Google determines a page is valuable based in pageviews and view 
duration.  Flooding the web with pages can hurt ranking if those pages are rarely viewed.  A higher 
ranking will be achieved with fewer high value pages than many low value pages. 

A recommendation would be to archive old pages that are rarely viewed to keep Google from punishing 
the site as a whole based on those lower valued pages.  Currently, Google has indexed (uses in their 
algorithm) 335 pages in your website.  Another 508 pages in your site are excluded from indexing.  You 
want to consider excluding some of the lower trafficked pages as they can bring down your Google 
Search Rank. 

 

How to keep a good search ranking? 



We mentioned this last year and the insights are still true today.  Ensure a useful user experience and 
keep the user interested with new and informative content.  One key aspect of Google site ranking is 
how long is a user using a specific page.  If a user is interested and engaged in a page they will stay on 
the page longer.  That improves that specific page’s rank and the site’s rank overall. 

 

Seasonality –  
Seasonality continues to be a main driver in traffic to the site.  If we analyze sessions on a monthly basis 
we see natural waves and troughs during certain months of the year. Comparing sessions from the 
current year-to-date to the entire year in 2017 you can see the months of April-September have 
traditionally seen a drop in sessions. We were able to counter that in August of last year and were able 
to maintain session hits during May-July of this year but the general trend slopes down as the year 
comes to a close.  Since October is breast cancer awareness month, we expect a spike in activity this 
year as was seen last year. 

 

Key markets –  
The Ocala/Marion County area continues to dominate the market share. 

 

 

As RAO moves into new markets we can geofence add to target those new market areas. 

 

Social Media engagements are more difficult now that last year due to changes in Facebook algorithms 
but RAO continues to see positive engagement numbers.  Posts with photos are the most engaging and 
have the best reach.  Since Facebook functions as an advertising platform for your business we should 
continue to post with content that intrigues people and pushes them to share thus increasing outreach. 



 

 

 

 

Average reach is still achieving good numbers with approximately 35,000 reached through organic posts.  
Posts with photos reach the most individuals followed by posts with links.  Status updates are the least 



effective when it comes to reaching people.  Organic posts are reaching just as many people as paid 
“boosted” posts which shows that engaging organic content can be just as effective as paid “boosted” 
content.   

Examples of high reach posts 

       

 

      

 



       

  

Big picture takeaways  
Engagement sells   

People like pictures and engaging content.  If we can keep updating with engaging content or have 
engaging social content point to specific and related pages on website this can boost rankings.  Site 
content must be updated to keep customer engaged.  Currently, the average visitor spends about 1.75 
minutes on a page.  Engaging pages they can spend up to 3-4 minutes visiting. 

 

Geofenced Advertising  

Since Facebook has limited its market reach potential with its changed algorithms, we suggest increasing 
organic posts with photo-based content to keep advertising presence current.  We suggest online 
advertising to include a more Google-based approach in the effort to reach more potential clients in 
different, emerging markets. 


